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Chapter1-Introduction
Alternating-currentthin-filmelectroluminescent(ACTFEL)
devices are being employed for flat panel display (FPD) applications.
Monochrome (yellow)electroluminescent FPDsarenowinfull
production and multi-color (red and green) electroluminescent FPDs
have just recently reached the market.The goal of most current
ACTFEL research is to obtain full-color ACTFEL flat panel display.
To meet thisgoal, phosphors which emit red, green, and, blue
(RGB) areneeded.The main problem currentlyinhibitingthe
developmentoffull-color ACTFELflatpaneldisplaysisthe
inadequate brightness of the blue phosphor.Recently,multi-color,
red-green ACTFEL displayshavebeenreleasedasaproduct.
Sufficiently bright red and green pixels may be obtained by filtering
the wide-band emission of the ZnS:Mn phosphor.Alternatively,
bright green is obtained using a ZnS:Tb phosphor.However, the use
of a filter adds complexity to the process and italso degrades the
performance of other phosphors within the same panel.Therefore,it
is desirable to develop a phosphor that efficiently emits red light.
The purpose of the work described inthisthesisisto explore
the potentialof new materialsfor ACTFEL phosphor applications.
Candidate phosphor materials are those that have properties which
closely match that of ZnS:Mn, since this phosphor is very bright and
efficientinemitting yellow-orangelight.Thin film depositionisaccomplished via rf-sputtering.The sputtering system uses one and
one quarter inch targets, which are prepared and pressed in-house.
With this capability, new materials can be deposited and tested in a
short amount of time.
The outline of thethesisisas follow.The following section
presentsthemotivationforconsideringthe ACTFEL phosphor
materialsstudiedinthisthesis.Chapter 2 presentsa review of
ACTFEL device physics operation, and a descriptiona the charge-
voltage(Qa- V a),internalcharge-phosphorfield(Q-Fp),and
capacitance-voltage(C-V) characterizationtechniques.Chapter3
describesthecharacterizationtechniques usedforthinfilmand
ACTFEL device characterization using the new phosphor materials.
The experimental resultsof ACTFEL devices fabricatedusingthe
newly developed phosphor materials are presented and discussedin
Chapter4. Finally,Chapter5includesconclusionsand
recommendations forfuture work.
1.1 ACTFEL Phosphor Candidates
The purpose of this section isto justify the choice of ACTFEL
phosphor candidates studied inthisthesis.Photoluminescence (PL)
characterization is commonly used as an initial method for assessing
the potentialof new materials for ACTFEL phosphor applications.
Potential ACTFEL phosphors arethose that exhibit intense PL and
also possessappropriateelectricalpropertiessuchasappropriate
breakdown field and low dielectric constant.Ithas been reported
that MgSiN2 exhibits blue PL with 40% quantum efficiency when3
doped with Eu [1], therefore this material isa good candidate for an
ACTFEL phosphor.Based on PL results obtained with MgSiN2, some
other ACTFEL phosphor candidate materials include MgGeN2, ZnSiN2,
and CaSiN2 [2].It has been shown [2]that ACTFEL devices using
Mg GeN2:EuF3 as the phosphor exhibit red electroluminescence (EL)
with a maximum brightness of 0.18 fL.On the other hand,MgGeN2
films react with water [2], which excludes this material for use as an
ACTFEL phosphor.Recently, A10.5G a0.5N doped with rare-earth
luminescence impurities was employed as an ACTFEL phosphor[3].
Based on these EL results, AlInN2 could also be considered to be an
ACTFEL phosphor candidate material.4
Chapter 2-Literature Review
2.1History and Background
Electroluminescence (EL)isthenon-thermal conversion of
electrical energy into luminousenergy.This phenomenon was first
discovered inthe early1900's.However, not untilthe advent of
thin-filmtechnology has EL beenusablefordisplaytechnology.
Since its discovery by the French Physicist Destriau [4] in 1936, there
were many efforts to develop a usable and reliable display.It was
notuntil1974 whenthefirst ACTFEL deviceswithlong-term
stabilitywere introduced by Inoguchietal.[5]The device of
Inoguchietal.wassuccessfulinmaintainingabright,stable
luminescence for more than10,000 hours usinga double-insulator
structurewith ZnS:Mn asthephosphor.Withthissuccess and
further understanding of this EL phenomenon, ACTFEL devices have
matured from laboratory experiments to commercial production.18-
inch diagonal, monochrome (yellow) EL FPDs are now available in the
commercial market place.
Much of todays research is focused on the development of the
full-color EL displaysandthedevelopmentofnew,efficient
phosphors.The future of ACTFEL FPDs holds much promise since the
abilitytogenerate the three primary colors has been demonstrated
inseveral laboratories[6 -8].The major problems that impede the
developmentoffull-color ACTFEL devicesarehavingablue
phosphor with asufficient luminescent intensity and the integration
of a three-color system onto asinglesubstrate.Two-color (red-5
green) displays have been recently announed as a product[91.A full-
color display was recently demonstrated by Planar Systems[91.
2.2 ACTFEL Device Description
Preparation of ACTFEL devicesisaccomplished by employing
oneofthefollowingprocesstechniques: 1)sputtering,2)
evaporation, 3)metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD),
or 4)atomic layer epitaxy (ALE).The crystallinity of films prepared
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of an ACTFEL device. Figure 2-1.The structure
by sputtering or evaporationisusually improved by post-annealing
the film at a very high temperature.Annealing can be accomplished
using eithera conventional thermal furnace or by employing rapid
thermal anneal (RTA), where theannealing temperature can be as
high as 10000 C.
The structure of an ACTFEL device is shown in Fig.1.In the
basic realization,the device consists of a stack of five layers of thin
film.The stack is deposited on one side of a glass substrate about16
mm thick.Thefirstlayerisatransparentelectricalconductor,
usually indium tin oxide (ITO), about 1500 angstroms thick.The
second layerisanelectricalinsulator,suchassilicon
(SiON), about 2000 angstroms thick.The third layer isa
phosphor layer, usually zinc sulfide doped with manganese
oxynitride
transparent
(ZnS:Mn),
about 6000 angstroms thick.The fourth layerisanother electrical
insulator, about 2000 angstroms thick.The fifthlayer isa metallic
electrical conductor, usually aluminum, about 2000 angstroms thick.
2.3 ACTFEL Phosphor
All phosphors consists of a host material and a light-emitting
dopantcalledaluminescentimpurity.Someofthedesired
properties of host material are:band-gap of approximately 3.0 eV or
greater, a low dielectric constant, a breakdown field of approximately
1-2 MV/cm,
phosphorto
luminescent
maximumcrystallinity,and thehost cation
haveasimilarionicradiusandvalence
impuritythatwillreplaceit. A
approximately 3 eV or greaterisneeded so thatthe
lightspectrum may betransmittedandtheexcited
of the
asthe
bandgapof
entirevisible
stateof the
luminescent impurity occurs well within the bandgap.Low dielectric
constant ensures that most of the applied voltage drops across the
phosphor instead of the insulator.This allows the ACTFEL device to
operateat a lower voltage and this lowers the cost of the driving
circuitry.A breakdown field of 1-2 MV/cm is found empirically to
provide efficient ACTFEL operation.If the breakdown voltage is too
small, the electrons are insufficiently heated as they drift across the7
phosphor and do not efficiently excite luminescent impurities.If the
breakdown voltage is too large, the device never turns on.
In order to be an efficient ACTFEL phosphor, the host material
should have the best possible crystalline order.This allows electrons
to efficiently gain sufficient kinetic energy from the electric field for
impact excitation.Also, in order for the luminescent impurities to
emit light efficiently, they should be incorporated ina substitutional
latticesite,otherwise the excited centerwillloseitsenergy non-
radiatively to thelattice.Note that a typical luminescent impurity
dopant concentration in an ACTFEL phosphor is on the order of one
percent.To obtainthe required crystallinityat these high doping
levels, both the geometrical size and the valence of the host cation
should be matched withthatofthedopant[10].Ifthereisa
geometric mismatch,theprobabilityof nonradiative recombination
and atomic under device operation increases.If thereisa valence
mismatch,co-activatorionsareneededforcharge compensation.
Since ACTFEL devices are operated under high fields (1-2 MV/cm),
itislikelythat these co-activator ions would migrate under device
operation, consequently giving riseto device reliability problems.
2.4ACTFEL Device Operation
Operation of the ACTFEL device involves the application of high
voltage bipolar pulsestothe two electrodes. The magnitude of the
pulses is on the order of 150 to 200 V, which gives rise to anelectric
field in the phosphor layer of about 1.5to 2 MV/cm, at which point
thephosphorlayerbreaksdownorstartsconductingcharge.8
Therefore,themainfunctionoftheinsulatorsistoprevent
catastrophicbreakdownofthedeviceattheonsetof phosphor
breakdown.When the voltage reaches threshold, electrons begin to
tunnel from interfacestatesto the phosphor conduction band.The
interfacestatesarephysicallylocatedattheinterfaceregion
between the phosphor and the insulators, and are believed to reside
approximately 0.6-0.8 eV below the conduction band minimum for
an ACTFEL device with SiON insulators [11].Injection of electrons
from interface statesis believed to be accomplished by one of three
possible emission mechanisms:1)thermal emission with Poole-
Frenkel barrier lowering;2)pure tunneling;or 3)phonon-assisted
tunneling[11].
Once in the conduction band of the phosphor, the electrons gain
kinetic energy from the electricfield.These electrons, which have
veryhighenergies,cancollidewithluminescentimpurities
introduced into the phosphor.Inthe collision process, the electron
can excitetheouterelectronoftheluminescent impuritytoan
excitedstate.The excitedelectronoftheluminescent impurity
subsequently recombinesradiativelyandgivesofftheexcitation
energy as light.In the case of ZnS:Mn, the manganese emits wide-
band yellow light with a peak intensity at 585 nm.
The emitted light reaches the viewer in various ways.Referring
to Fig.1,the light emitted in the phosphor layer can directly reach
the viewer by propagating through the bottom insulator, through the
ITO conductor, and through the glass substrate.It can also propagate
through the top insulator, be reflected by the aluminum electrode,9
propagate throughthetopinsulatoragain,propagate throughthe
phosphor, and eventually reach the viewer.Also, some of the light
gets absorbed in the films and some is transmitted along the edge of
the phosphor, due to the different indexes of refraction of the films.
In order to obtain efficient transfer of light from the phosphor to the
viewer,all the films, except the Al conductor, must be transparent.
2.5 ACTFEL Device Physics
2.5.1Introduction
Recently, many papers on the operation and analysis of ACTFEL
devices have been published[12-15].Inthefollowingsection,
simplifiedenergyband diagramsforvariousbiasconditionare
examinedinordertoprovideanunderstandingof how ACTFEL
devices operate.The equations relatingthe physical quantities of
interest are introduced subsequently.Following thissection, various
techniques used to characterize ACTFEL devices are presented with
some brief description.
2.5.2Energy Band Diagrams of ACTFEL Devices.
Figure2-2 showsasimplifiedenergy band diagramofan
ACTFEL device.As can be seen, this energy band diagram represents
an ACTFEL device under equilibrium, where the Fermilevelisflat
across the device.The Fermi level is assumed to lie near the midgap
of the phosphor andtheinsulators.The bandgap oftheZnS
phosphor is 3.68 eV and that of the SiON insulator is about 5.8 eV.
The metallic conductor and the ITO (indium-tin-oxide), whichisa10
degenerate, n-type, transparent conductor, are shown on theleft and
right sides of the figure, respectively.Interface states between the
phosphor and the insulator are represented by a series of horizontal
bars.The nature of these interface statesis not completely known.
However, itis generally accepted that these are due to defects.The
operation and performance of an ACTFEL deviceisbelievedto
depend greatly on the density and energy depth of these interface
states.
Metal
Ec
SiON ZnS:Mn SiON ITO
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Figure 2-2.ACTFEL device energy band diagram in equilibrium.
Energy band diagramsof an ACTFEL device under normal
operation,e.g.biased under analternatingvoltage waveform, are
shown in Fig. 2-3 through Fig. 2-6.When positive voltage is applied
to the metallic conductor, the energy band diagramisas shown in11
Figure 2-3. AC 11-EL energy band
diagram during
positive bias.
Figure 2-4.ACTFEL energy band
diagram after
positive bias.
Fig. 2-3.As can be seen, an electric field exists in the two layers of
insulator and the phosphor. When a high enough field drops across
the phosphor, electrons from theinterfacestateson the ITO side
tunnel-inject into the conduction band of the phosphor.Due to an
abundance of these injected electrons, the phosphor electricfieldis
effectively clamped.Once inthe conduction band of the phosphor
electrons accelerate toward the metal side, and are collectedatthe
insulator-phosphor interface.Consequently, these trapped electrons,
which now constitute polarization charge, set up an opposing electric
potential.Once the applied bias returnstozero,thefieldinthe
phosphor remains due to trapped electronsat the interface, but the
field directionisopposite to whatitwas under positivebias;this
internal phosphor fieldat zero biasiscalled the polarizationfield.
Figure 2-4 shows an energy diagram when the applied voltage goes
to zero after the device is positively biased, andpolarization charge1
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1.5.3 ACTFEL Electrostatics
To farther understand the operation of an ACTFEL. in detail, two
physical quantitiesare of2reaf.interest, namely, theinternal charge13
Q, and the phosphor electricfield, F.In deriving for these two
variables, begin with Gauss' law,
da= Q (2 -1)
where a is a unit vector normal to an enclosed surface, and D is the
electric displacement, which is
D =CF
where F is the electic field.
(2-2)
Figure 2-7.Gaussian surface at the interface between the insulator
and the phosphor.
Figure 2-7 shows a Gaussian surface, which is a surface between
theinsulatorandthephosphorofan ACTFEL device.After14
evaluating the surface integral, Eqn. 2-1, the internal charge is given
by,
Q = D 1-D=7 EiFi- EpFp (2-3)
where the subscriptiand p refers to the insulator and the phosphor,
respectively, and e is the dielectric constant of the material.
From Eqn. 2-3, ciFi is a measurable quantity, now defined as Qa.
Q aisthe external charge per unit area as measured by a sense
capacitor in series with the ACTFEL device and is given by [16]
Qa = Qsense = CsenseVsense (2-4)
where Csense isthe value of the sense capacitor and Vsense is the
voltage acrossit.Another measurable quantityisVa, the applied
voltagetothe ACTFEL device.From Kirchoff's voltage law, the
applied voltage is given by
Va = diFi + dpFp (2-5)
wheredi and dp aretheinsulatorandphosphorthicknesses,
respectively.Solving Eqns. 2-3 through Eqn. 2-5 simultaneously, the
internal charge is
Q
(Ci +Cp
C-\ 1)
Qa CpVa (2-6)
where Ci and Cp are the insulator and phosphor capacitance per unit
area,respectively.Again,solvingtheabovethreeequations
simultaneously, the phosphor electric fieldis given by1
FP = V
P
Q a
C (2-7)
15
Equation 2-6 and 2.7 are used in the Q-Fp technique, which is
described in the next section.
2.5.4AnalysisTechniques
The methods typically used to electrically characterize ACTFEL
devices are charge-voltage (Qa -Va)[12],capacitance-voltage (C-V)
[17], luminance-voltage (L-V), also called brightness-voltage (B-V),
current-voltage(I-V),andinternal charge-phosphorfield(Q-Fp)
[18].The threshold voltage may be obtained from thefirstfour
methods, namely, Qa-Va, C-V, L-V, and I-V.The Qa-Va and C-V
methods can be used to determine the capacitances before and after
the phosphor breaks down,i.e.thetotal and insulator capacitances,
respectively.The Qa- V amethod may be usedto determine the
conduction and polarization charges.The Q-Fp and I-V methods
provide information about theinternaloperationofthe ACTFEL
device.From the Q-Fptechnique,theconduction,polarization,
relaxation, and leakage charges may be determinedaswellasthe
steady-state field. The L-V technique isused to measure brightness.
Inthisthesis,the C-V, Q-Fp, and Qa-Va techniquesareusedto
characterize ACTFEL devices fabricatedusingthe new phosphors;
therefore, they are briefly reviewed below.
A Qa-Va plot is shown in Fig. 2-8.The curve is traced in a
counter-clockwise direction as time progresses.A Q-Fp is also shown
in Fig. 2-9.In this case, the curve is traced in a clockwise direction16
as time progresses.A schematic for the driving waveform is shown
inFig.2-10.As can beseen,the waveformissymmetric with
alternating bipolar pulses of trapezoidal shape with 5,u srise and fall
times and a pulse width of 30 pc s.The frequency of the waveform is
1kHz.Various equivalent points of these threecurves are labeled.
The Qa- Vaand Q-Fpplots shown arefor an evaporated ZnS:Mn
AC'l'l-±L device.
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duplicated from reference18.
From the Qa- Va and Q-Fp plots,itisseen that when the pulse
voltage is zero, i.e. point A, the charge is not zero.This charge is due
toelectrons which remain trappedatinterfacestates,thisisthe
polarization chargeleft behind after the previously applied negative17
pulse.As the applied voltage rises towards turn-on,i.e. A -> B, the
Qa-Vacurve rises linearly and the slope of the curve represents the
totalseries capacitance of the phosphor and theinsulators.This
linear behavior indicates that the phosphor behaves likea capacitor
inthis range of voltage.Equivalently,the Q-Fp curve shows no
change inthe charge, even thoughthe magnitude of the phosphor
electricfield increases.
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Figure 2-9.Q-Fp plot of a ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device.This plot is
duplicated from reference18.
As the applied voltage reaches the turn-on voltage,i.e.point B,
electronsat interfacestates begin tunnel injectioninto the phosphor
conduction band,leaving behindapositively chargedinterface. As18
the voltage increases from turn-on to the maximum amplitude of the
waveform (Vmax) i.e. B-> C, the phosphor field, Fp,remains constant
at Fss (steady-state field) due to an abundance of injected electrons.
If Fssdoes not change with Vmax, thisbehavior isreferredtoas
field-clamping and the phosphor electricfieldis defined asFclamp
The Q-Fp curve shows a vertical increase in the internal charge
electronstransitthephosphor.Equivalently,theQa- V acurve
as
is
approximately linear from point B to C.The slope of the curve in this
regime correspondstotheinsulator capacitanceiffield-clamping
occurs.Above turn-on,conduction occurs across the phosphor such
that the phosphor capacitance is essentially shunted out of the circuit
and any additional increase inthe applied voltage drops across the
insulators.
When the applied voltage reaches Vmax, i.e. point C, electrons in
theinterfacestatescontinuetotunnelinjectintothephosphor
conduction band, transit the phosphor and get collectedat the other
interface.The Q-Fp curve shows an increase in the internal charge
and the amplitude of the phosphor electric field decreases from point
C toD. The charge transferredinthis regimeisreferedtoas
relaxation charge[18]since Fp decays during the duration of the
applied voltage waveform.
As the applied voltage decreases, i.e. D -> E, the Qa- V acurve
shows that the capacitance is again the total series capacitance of the
phosphor and the insulators.Also, the Q-Fp curve shows no change
in the internal charge in this regime.As the applied voltage remains
at zero, i.e. E -> F, some of the charge transferred during theprevious19
pulsetransfers back totheoriginalinterface, which decreasesthe
internal charge.The magnitude of the charge transferredinthis
regime is referred to as the leakage charge, which can be determined
from both Qa-Va and Q-Fp curves.When the applied voltage reaches
the onset of the next pulse,i.e. point F, again the internal charge is
not zero due to the polarization charge.The remaining portions of
the Qa-Va and Q-Fp curves, i.e. F -> A, is analogous to A -> F, except
that itis associated with the opposite polarity pulse.
B
D
A E
1440 us
Vmax
J_
1-----\G
H I
Figure 2-10.ACTFEL device driving waveform.
Precisevaluesofthephosphor(Cp) )andinsulator(Ci)
capacitances are needed in order to accurately calculate the internal
charge (Q) from Eqn. 2-6 and the phosphor electricfield (Fp )from
Eqn.2-7.These capacitancescanbeobtained fromusing two
different methods.Cp and Ci can be calculatedasparallelplate
capacitors,A
C = E
d (8 )
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whereEisthe dielectric constant of the respective layer, A isthe
device area, and dis the thickness of the layer.This method is not
very accurate since itis difficult to know the exact value of E and d.
A more accurate method isto extract Cp and Ci from the C-V plot of
the same ACTFEL device.The capacitance is given by
C (va )=
i(t)
d va (t)dt
( 2 9 )
where va(t) is the voltage across the ACTFEL device and i(t)is given
by
2.5
A B
C
50 100 150 200
VOLTAGE (V)
Figure 2-11.C-V plot of a ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device.
250i(t)
v3 (t)
Rc
(2-10)
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whereRcis the current sense resistor and v3(t)isthe voltage across
Rc.The measurement set-up is shown in Fig. 3-3.A C-V plot of an
ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device is shown in Fig. 2-11.From the C-V plot, it is
seen that the total capacitance (CO, Cp in series with Ci,corresponds
to the region from point A to B.Point C to D corresponds to C1, which
isthecapacitancedueexclusivelytotheinsulatorlayersafter
breakdown when the phosphor capacitanceisshunted by conduction
through the phosphor.The phosphor capacitance is then given by
CtCi
CiCt
(2-11)7,,
Chapter 3-Experimental Techniques
Thischapter describestheexperimentaltechniquesusedfor
processing and characterizing the novel phosphor thin films and the
ACTFEL devices.First, ACTFEL device deposition procedures and
target preparation methods arepresented.Second, phosphor thin
filmscharacterizationtechniquesarediscussed;thisincludesthe
measurement of resistivity,dielectric constant, optical bandgap, and
crystalstructure.Next,thetechniques used for ACTFEL devices
characterizionare presented.Also,thestructureof the ACTFEL
device and a simple ACTFEL device design procedure are include in
this section.
3.1DeviceProcessing
3.1.1ACTFEL Device Deposition Technique
Figure 2-1shows thatan ACTFEL deviceiscomprised of
severalthinfilmlayers.Thethinfilmsaredepositedbythe
following deposition technologies.The ITO transparent conductor is
pre-deposited onto a glass substrate from the vendor.The phosphor
is deposited by sputtering.The insulatoris deposited by sputtering
or atomic layer epitaxy (ALE).The Al conductor isdeposited by
thermal evaporation.The ACTFEL devices fabricated for thisthesis
have an additional thin layer of ZnS between the insulator and the
phosphor; thisis called a charge injection layer, as in Section 3.3.1.
This ZnS chargeinjectionlayerisdepositedbyeitherthermal
evaporation or ALE.Note that theALE layers are depositedat23
Planar Systems.Also noticethatthedevicesfabricatedforthe
present study possess only one insulator layer,as discussed further
in Section 3.3.1.
0
Second conductor (Al, 2000 A)
MAMTAilitilipVilitiNNA
.11 AAAAa :ha A:IAA
ArZA-ff',40-10/Wit#4,40IIIII
0
Phosphor (4000 A)
0
ZnS (300-900 A)
0
Insulator (BTO, 2800 A)
0
First conductor (ITO, 1500 A)
Glass (Corning 7059, lmm)
Figure 3-1. The structure of an ACH-EL device using ZnS charge
injection layer.
3.1.2TargetPreparation
The phosphor targets used inthis research are made in-house
at OSU using a cold press.The target size is one and one quarter
inches in diameter and one eight inch thick.The targetis pressed
from powder sourcematerials, which are weightedtoobtainthe
desired composition and mixed manually.The mixed powder is then
placed into a stainless steel mold and pressed to a load of 15 tons
using a hydraulic press.To prevent the target from falling apart, the
mixed powder is pressed along with a piece of tin (Sn) foil, which is
placed at the bottom of the mold.After pressing, the powder sticks
to the tin foil.This tin foil provides strength to the formed target.It24
also allows the formed target to be easily mounted to the magnetron
sputteringgun.
3.2Chacterization of Phosphor Thin Films
3.2.1 DeviceStructure
For resistivity and dielectric constant measurements, a phoshor
film of about 2000 angstromsisdeposited ontoaglasssubstrate
which was pre-deposited with an ITO conductor.Then, aluminum
dots with an area of about 11.06x10-3 c m2 and thickness of about
2000 angstroms are deposited on top of the phosphor film.The ITO
andthealuminumdotsserveaselectrodes. Foroptical
measurement,thephosphor filmisdeposited ontoafusedsilica
substrate.Note, that a fused silica substrate is used instead of a glass
substrateinordertoavoid erroneous readings caused byoptical
absorbtionintheglasssubstrate.The equipment usedforthe
electrical and optical measurements of phosphor thin films arelisted
in Table 3-1.
Measurement MakeModel Description
Resistivity HP4240Bpico-Ammeter/DC Voltage Source
Dielectric ConstantHP4275B Multi-frequency LCR Meter
Optical Band Gap HP8452A Diode Array Spectrometer
Table 3-1. Equipment for electrical and optical measurements.25
3.2.2 ElectricalProperties
The resistivityisobtained from Ohm's law.By applying the
voltage acrossthe two electrodes and measuringthecurrent,the
resistivityisobtained as
A V
P =I d (3-1)
where A isthe measured area, V isthe applied voltage,Iisthe
measured current, and d isthe film thickness.The magnitude of the
voltage is adjusted to obtain1 MV/cm across the phosphor film.To
avoid measuring transient effects,the currentis measured after the
voltage is applied for about 2 minutes.
The dielectric constant is obtained from
C d
E
A Co (3-2)
where C is the measured capacitance, d is the film thickness, A is the
area,ande0isthefreespacepermittivity(8.854x10-4).The
capacitanceismeasuredusinga10 kHz sinusoidalvoltageof
amplitude 0.25 V.
3.2.3 OpticalProperties
The optical bandgap (E0) is obtained from a Hewlett Packard
transmittance measurement usingadiodearrayspectrophotometer
over a wavelength range of 190 nm to 820 nm.The absorption
coefficient is related to the transmittance byA-1n(T) a =
d d (3-3)
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where A isthearea, T isthe transmittance, and disthefilm
thickness.From the absorbtion coefficient, E0 can be obtained from a
Tauc plot [20] which is a plot of
al=A}3(E -E0) versus E, (3-4)
where E0 is equal to the x-intercept.
3.2.4 StructuralCharacterization
X-ray diffraction is employed to obtain the crystalline nature of
the phosphor film.X-ray diffraction spectrums of the phosphor films
areobtained fromaSiemens, model # D5000, x-raydiffraction
measurement system.To better resemble the phosphor film used in
the ACTFEL device, the tested film is deposited on to a pre-deposited
ITO glass substrate.
3.3Design and Characterization of ACTFEL Devices
3.3.1ACTFEL Device Structure
Inorderforan ACTFEL devicetoeffictivelyemitlight,
conduction charge withinthe phorphorisrequired.Because the
novel phosphors studiedeither haveasmalldensityof interface
states or these interface states are very deep, a negligible amount of
conduction chargeisfoundtoflow when ACTFEL devicesare
fabricatedwithoutachargeinjectionlayer.To overcomethis
problem,athin ZnS charge injectionlayerisplaced between the27
insulator and the phosphor. Such ACTFEL devices with ZnS charge
injectionlayers show very efficient charge injection from interface
states into the conduction band of the ZnS layer.ACTFEL devices
using ZnS charge injection layers are believed to operate as follows:
At asufficiently high applied voltage, electroninjection from the
insulator-ZnS interface into the ZnS conduction band occurs.These
carriers are either trapped at the ZnS-phosphor interface if the ZnS-
phosphor conduction band discontinuityissufficiently large or they
surmountthisdiscontinuityandareinjectedintothephosphor
conductionband.Astheappliedvoltageisincreasedfurther,
electrons trapped atthe ZnS-phosphor interface can also be injected
into the phosphor conduction band.Once in the phosphor conduction
band, these carriers transversethe phosphor and are collected at the
other side of the phosphor interface.The structure of an ACTFEL
device using a ZnS charge injection layer is shown in Fig. 3-1.Notice
that only one insulator layer isused.The primary reason for using
only one insulator is the ease of fabrication.Also, BaTa2O6 (BTO) is
used instead of SiON because BTO has a higher dielectric constant
( e=18 Fbd=2.5 MV/cm).
3.3.2ACTFEL Device Design
In order to effectively design an ACTFEL device, itis necessary
tospecifythethicknessof theinsulator and phosphor.Inthis
section, a simple ACTFEL device design procedure is presented.This
ACTFEL devicedesignprocedurebuildsonthatformulated by
Ang[2].28
Inthe design procedure presentedherein,itisassumed that
thereisno leakage nor relaxation chargeinthephosphorlayer.
Moreover,itisalsoassumedthatfield-clampingoccursinthe
phosphor layer (i.e. Fp= Fciamp) and the phosphor breaks down totally
(i.e. most of the trapped carriersatthe ZnS-phosphor interface are
injectedintothephosphorconductionbandandtraversethe
phosphor).The ideal Q-Fp and Qa-Va plots for this ACTFEL device are
shown in Fig. 3-2.
The electrostaticboundary conditionatpoint C inFig.3-2
requiresthat
Q pol+eiFi, C EpFclamp (3-4)29
where Fix is the insulator electric field and Qpol+ isthe polarization
charge at point C.Also, Ei and Epare the dielectric constants of the
insulator and phosphor respectively.Note that in practice,there is
an upper limit beyond which the insulator breakdown occurs and the
ACTFEL deviceis permanently destroyed(i.e.the ACTFEL device
"burns out"); denote this maximum insulator field as Fbd.From Eqn.
3-4, the following condition must be satisfied in order to operate the
ACTFEL device below "burn out".
Ep Q pol+
Fbd>Fclamp + Ei Ei (3-5)
To turn on the ACTFEL device, i.e. to have a non-zero Qpoi+, Eqn.
3-5 indicates that the following condition must be satisfied,
Ep
Fbd>EiFclamp (3-6)
If Eqn. 3-6 is not satisfied, then the ACTFEL device burns out before
itcanbeturnedon,independentofthephosphororinsulator
thickness.Equation 3-6 underscorestheimportance of using an
insulator with alarge dielectric constant and/or a high breakdown
field, especially if the phosphor has a large dielectric constant and/or
a high clamping field.
Once the type of phosphor and insulator have been chosen, so
that Eqn. 3-6 issatisfied, the next step is to calculate the thickness of
theselayers(i.e.di and dp).Note that diisthetotalinsulator
thickness.In order to calculate the thickness, two variables must be
firstspecified.The firstvariableisthe maximum voltage of the30
waveform driver, Vdmax; thisis the maximum amplitude that can be
provided by the waveform driver for testing the ACTFEL device.The
second variable to be specified is the ACTFEL device turn-on voltage,
V to,theexternalvoltageatwhichelectroninjectionfromthe
interface occurs.Note that (Vdmax-Vto)
range of the designed ACTFEL device.
isthe operating voltage
From the symmetry of the Q-Fp plot shown in Fig. 3-2, Qpoi+ and
Qpol- are equal in magnitude and are given by
1 E
Q pol+-Q pol= 2Q cond =2d
dmax V to)
(3-7)
By substitutingEqn.3-7intoEqn.3-5,the minimum insulator
thickness required in order to prevent ACTFEL device burn outis
given by
d1?_ Vdmax -Vto
EP
2 Fbd
E
7
clamp i
\ (3-8)
NotethattherequiredconditiongivenbyEqn.3-6,i.e.
Fbd > EpFclamp is also a required condition for Eqn. 3-8 in order
to have a meaningful (positive) insulator thickness.
The relationship between Vto and the insulator, phosphor, and
ZnS layer thickness is given by
V to =diFiis+dzEz,B+ dpFciarap (3-9)3 1
where Fi,Bisthe insulator electric field and FZ,Bisthe ZnS layer
electric field at point B.Also, dz isthe ZnS layer thickness.From
Gauss' law, the relationship betweenFz,Band Fclamp is given by
Q z-pep
Fz + clamp
ez ez
(3-10)
where Qz_pisthe charge atthe ZnS-phosphor interface andEzis
dielectricconstant of the ZnS.From theelectrostaticboundary
condition at point B, the insulator electric field, Fi,B is given by
FifB
Q pol-ep
r clamp
Ei
(3-11)
Solving Eqns. 3-7, 3-9, 3-10, and 3-11simultaneously, the phosphor
thicknessis
d_vto + V dmax
/
£p P P d +d +
Qz-p
P Ez 2Fclamp\ei ezj
(3-12)
Fromthepreviousassumptionthatthephosphorbreaks down
totally,i.e.there is no charge at the ZnS-phosphor interface,
zero and the phosphor thickness is now given by
d i+
Ep
dz V to + V cimax dP =
2Fclamp \£i z
Q
(3-13)
is
When designing an ACTFEL device using a new phosphor and
insulatorcombination, Ep , V bdandEPcanbemeasured
experimentally from single-layer phosphor and insulatorthinfilms.
However, Fciamp can only be determined by fabricating and testing
an ACTFEL device.For first-cut design of an ACTFEL device using a
new phosphor, a simple guess must do for Fci amp .The dielectric32
constant (er) and thickness (di) of the ZnS are usually known values
in the ACTFEL design procedure.
An example of ACTFEL device design parametersisgiven in
Table 3-2.From these known parameters and Eqn. 3-8,di > 4000
Angstroms. Let di = 3846 Angstroms, dp = 9292 Angstroms.Thus, in
the ACTFEL design procedure, the insulator and phosphor material
are first chosen so that Eqn. 3-6 issatisfied; then diis chosen based
on Eqn. 3-8.Finally, dp is calculated using Eqn. 3-13 and the chosen
value of di.
Variable Value
E
P 15
E
z 5
E.
1 25
Fbd 2.5 MV/cm
Vio 200 V
Variable Value
Vdmax 300 V
Fclamp 2 MV/cm
d, 300 A
d i 3846 A°
d
0
9292 A
Table 3-2. An example of ACTFEL design parameters.
There are three possible outcomes of the measured response for
an ACTFEL device fabricated using the dimensions obtained from the
first-cut ACTFEL device design procedure:the device operates as
expected, the device does not turn on, or the device burns out.In
the casethatthe device burns out, Eqn. 3-5indicatesthateither
Qpol+ is too large or the insulator dielectric constant is too small.To
solve the problem of low insulator dielectric constant, an insulator33
Description Make Model
High voltage power supplyKikusui Electronics Corp. PAB350-0.2
High voltage amplifier OSU
Waveform generator Wavetek 275
Digitizing Oscilloscope Tektronix, Inc. 7854
Photometer Tektronix, Inc. J6523
Photo-multiplier tube Product for Research, Inc. 7102/117
Temperature controller Product for Research, Inc.
High voltage power supply Pacific Precision Instr. 204
Monochromater Jarrel-Ash 128A
Lock-in amplifier EG&G Princeton Applied Research 128A
Table 3-3.List of equipment used for AC I1-EL device
characterization.
with a higher dielectric constant should be used.If Qpoi-f- is too large,
it could be reduced by increasing the insulator thickness, as indicated
by Eqn. 3-7.In the case that the device does not turn on when
Vdmax is reached, Eqn. 3-9 indicates that the actual clamping field
must be higher thanthatestimated.Inthiscase,the phosphor
thickness must be reduced, as indicated by Eqn. 3-13.Thus in a few
designiterations,thevalueoftheclampingfield may be more
accurately estimated and a better design for the ACTFEL device can
be obtained.34
3.3.3Equipments
Table3-3liststheequipmentsusedincharacterizingthe
ACTFEL devices fabricated using the new phosphors.All of the
measurements are accomplished using bipolar pulses with a 1kHz
frequency, 30 ps pulse width, and 5 ps rise and falltimes.The
waveform is shown in Fig. 2-10.A 0.5-2 KO resistoris connected in
High Voltage
Amplifier
V2
High Voltage
Power Supply
Waveform
Generator
ACIPELI Va
V21
RcJ--
vs 7
Oscilloscope
Channel 1
oChannel 2
0Ground
Figure 3-3.C-V, Qa-Va, and Q-FT, measurement set-up.
series with the ACTFEL device to prevent device burn out. This series
resistor also protects the waveform driver when an ACTFEL device
burns out.35
3.3.4C-V, Qa-Va, and Q-FpMeasurements
The C-V, Qa-Va, and Q-Fp experimental setup is shown in Fig.
3-3.Figure 3-3 shows that the ACTFEL device is connected in series
with a resistor (Rs) and either a current sense resistor (Re) or a sense
capacitor (Cs); Re is used for the C-V measurement while Cs is used
for Qa -Va and Q-Fpmeasurements.Again, Rs is used as a current
limiter.Cs integrates charge which flows into the ACTFEL device
terminal.Inorderto have most of thevoltage drop acrossthe
ACTFEL device, the value of Cs should be large (e.g. 100 times the
ACTFEL devices total capacitance).Re is used to monitor the current
flow in the ACTFEL device.To avoid too much voltage drop across Rc,
the value of Re should be small (e.g.10 Ohms).The voltage drop
acrossthe ACTFEL device(v2- v3) and acrossthecurrent sense
resistororsensecapacitor(v3)areacquiredusingadigital
oscilloscope.The waveforms are then stored and processed using a
computer.A C-V plot can be obtained from Eqn. 2-9.A Qa-Va plot
can be obtained from Eqns. 2-4 and 2-5.A Q-Fp plot can be obtained
from Eqns. 2-6 and 2-7.
3.3.5OpticalMeasurements
A set-upforthebrightness-voltage(B-V)measurementis
shown in Fig. 3-4.A photometer is placed in front of the ACTFEL
device to monitor the output brightness.The voltage and brightness
arerecordedmanually. Duetothelowlightoutput,the
measurement is taken in a very dark room.36
High Voltage
Amplifier
__I--
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Power Supply
Waveform
Generator i
ACTFELIIH ilPhotometer
11
Light output
Oscilloscope
Channel 1
Ground
Figure 3-4.B-V measurement set-up.
Theelectroluminescencespectrummeasurementset-upis
shown in Fig. 3-5.Again, because the lightis very dim, a lock-in
amplifierisused. Although the waveform frequencyis1kHz, the
reference frequency of the lock-in amplifier isset to 2 kHz, because
the lightisemitted for both positive and negative pulses.All the
data are recorded via the computer.The measurement parameters
are given in Table 3-4.37
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Figure 3-5.Electroluminescence spectrum measurement set-up.
Setting Value Setting Value
PMT Voltage 1020 Lock-in Amp. Sensitivity 2.5 us
PMT Temperature -90 t Lock-in Amp. Time Constant 10s
Slit 2.4 mm Lock-in Amp. Frequency 2 kHz
Scan Speed
O
125 A/min Pulse Amplitude 270 V
Rs 1 kOhm Pulse Frequency 1 kHz
Table 3-4.Electroluminescence spectrum measurement set-up
parameters.38
Chapter 4-Experimential Results
Thischapterpresentsexperimentalresultsobtainedfrom
characterizationofthenovelphosphorthinfilmsand ACTFEL
devices.First, a general discussion of the characterization of all the
phosphor thin films and ACTFEL devices studied is presented.The
phosphor thinfilmsare characterized electrically and optically by
evaluatingtheresistivity,dielectricconstant, breakdownfield,and
optical bandgap.ACTFEL device characterization is accomplished by
C-V,Qa- V a,Q-Fp,and B-Vanalysisandbymeasuringthe
elctroluminescencespectrum.The resultsofthe more thorough
characterizationof the most promising phosphor materialstudied,
which is sputtered from a (Mg0.5Zno.5)Si3N4:Tb407 target, is presented
next.Inadditiontoallofthethinfilm and ACTFEL device
characterization techniques mentioned above, this phosphor thin film
is also characterizedx-ray diffraction to assess the crystalline nature
of the film.
4.1TargetCompositions
The target compositions usedindepositing the phosphor thin
films studied in this thesis are listed in Table 4-1.The processing
parameters used to deposit the phosphor thin films are presentedin
Table 4-2.Notice, no attempt is made to optimize the process.39
Target ChemicalPurity (%)MeshMole (at. %)
AlIn:Eu203 Al 99.5 325 49.5
In 99.99 150 49.5
Eu203 99.9 1 (Eu01.5)
MgSi3N4:Eu203 Mg 99.6 325 49.5
Si3N4 99.9 -49.5 (siN1.33)
Eu203 99.9 1 (Eu01.5)
ZnSi3N4:Eu203 Zn 97.5 49.5
Si3N4 99.9 49.5 (SiN1.33)
Eu203 99.9 1 (Eu01.5)
Ca3N2Si3N4:Eu203 Ca3N2 99 49.5
Si3N4 99.9 49.5 (SiN1.33)
Eu203 99.9 1 (Eu01.5)
MgZn0.5Ge0.5:Eu203 Mg 99.6 325 49.5
Zn 97.5 24.75
Ge 99.999 100 24.75
Eu203 99.9 1 (Eu01.5)
Mg0.8Zn0.8Si3N4:EuF3 Mg 99.6 325 39.6
Zn 97.5 9.9
Si3N4 99.9 49.5 (SiN1.33)
EuF3 99.9 1
Mg0.6Zn0.4Si3N4:EuF3 Mg 99.6 325 29.7
Zn 97.5 19.8
Si3N4 99.9 49.5 (SiN1.33)
EuF3 99.9 1
Mg0.5Zn0.5Si3N4:Tb407 Mg 99.6 325 24.75
Zn 97.5 24.75
Si3N4 99.9 49.5 (SiN1.33)
Tb407 99.9 1 (Tb01.75)
Table 4-1.Target source materials.40
Target Ar/N2
(sccm/sccm)
Power
(Watts)
Pressure
(mTorr)
Rate
A / min
AlIn:Eu203 80/20 70 20 95
MgSi3N4:Eu203 80/20 70 20 73
ZnSi3N4:Eu203 80/20 70 20
MgGe0.5(Si3N4)0.5:Eu203 90/10 70 20 102
Mg0.8Zn0.2Si3N4:EuF3 90/10 70 20 76
Mg0.6Zn0.4Si3N4:EuF3 90/10 70 20 60
Mg0.5Zn0.5Si3N4:Tb407 90/10 70 20 73
Table 4-2.Processing parameters used for phosphor deposition.
4.2PhosphorMaterialsEvaluation
4.2.1AlInN2:Eu203
Thefirstphosphor materialstudiedisAlInN2:Eu20 3.The
phosphor filmhasthefollowingelectricalproperties:dielectric
constant of 12.5, resistivity at1 MV/cm of 2.2 x 109 ohm-cm, and
breakdown field of 1.5 MV/cm. The AlInN2:Eu203 ACTFEL device is
fabricated using the device structure shown in Fig.3-1but without
the ZnS charge injection layer.A Q-Fp plot of this device is shown in
Fig. 4-1.The Q-Fp plot is measured at 173 volts using the waveform
shown inFig.2-10.From the Q-Fp plot,itisseen that about 8
microC/cm2 of charge conducts across the phosphor; conduction is
initiated at a very low phosphor field and the device isvery leaky.
Low-field conduction, i.e.too low for efficient impact excitation and
large leakage charge are undesirable characteristicsfor an ACTFEL41
device.No luminescence isobservedat180 volts,the maximum
voltageofoperation.Thisispresumably duetothelow-field
conduction.
4.2.2MgSiN2:Eu203
The MgSiN2:Eu203 phosphor is studied next.This phosphor thin
film has the following electrical properties:dielectric constant of 14,
resistivity of 1.1x1013 ohm-cm, and breakdown field of 5.08 MV/cm.
A MgSiN2:Eu203 ACTFEL device is then fabricated and tested.The
device exhibits no conduction nor luminescenceatthe maximum
voltageof 293voltsorthe corresponding phosphor fieldof 4.9
MV/cm.42
4.2.3ZnSiN2:Eu203
The ZnSiN2:Eu203 phosphor thin filmisvery non-transparent
and conductive; therefore this material cannot be used as an ACTFEL
phosphor.
4.2.4CaSiN2:Eu203
Based on photoluminescence (PL) results obtained with MgSiN2,
which exhibits blue PL with 40% quantum efficiency when doped
with Eu, CaSiN2:Eu203 is believed to be a good ACTFEL phosphor
candidatematerial.However,thismaterialstillhasnotbeen
evaluated because it was not possible to form a target using the cold
press available. A different pressing technique (e.g.a hot press)is
needed to press thismaterial.
A summary of theelectricalpropertiesand ACTFEL device
performance forA1InN2:Eu203, MgSiN2:Eu203, ZnSiN2:Eu203, and
CaSiN2:Eu203 phosphors is given in Table 4-3.
4.2.5Mg(Si0.5Geo.5)N2:Eu203
Since it has been shown that a MgGeN2:Eu203 ACTFELdevice
exhibitsred electroluminescenceat low voltages[2]andthata
MgSiN2:Eu203 ACTFEL device exhibits a very high breakdown field,
the next phosphor uses a combination of silicon and germanium in
ordertolowerthebreakdownfield.Thisnew phosphoris
Mg(Si0.5Ge0.5)N2:Eu203.This material thin film has the following
electicalproperties:dielectricconstantof14.2,resistivityof
8.51x1012 ohm-cm, and breakdown field of 3.37 MV/cm.Notice, that43
by replacinghalf ofthesiliconin MgSiN2:E u20 3with Ge, the
breakdownfieldisreduced from 5.08 MV/cm to3.37MV/cm;
unforfunately, this isstill too high for ACTFEL applications.
A Mg(Sio.5Ge0.5)N2:Eu203 ACTFEL device is fabricated and tested.
Thedeviceshowsverylittleconductioncharge(about0.6
microC/cm2) and no luminescence at 280 volts.This is probably due
to the high breakdown field.
Phosphor Ep (Qcm ) FBR
(MV/cm)
Q cond
(g C / cm2)Comment
A1InN2:Eu20312.52.2x109 1.5 8
Low field
conduction
Too leaky
MgSiN2:Eu203141.1x10135.0 0 FBR too high
ZnSiN2:Eu203 low low Non-transparent
CaSiN2:Eu203 - Cannot press
target
Table 4-3.Summary of the properties of several novel phosphors.
4.2.6(Mgo.8Zno.2)SiN2:EuF3
SinceMgSiN2:Eu203 has very higha breakdown fieldand
ZnSiN2:Eu203 has a very low breakdown field, by combining these
two materials,the breakdown field may be controlled.The next
target uses 80% magnesium and 20% zinc since a ZnSiN2:Eu203 thin
film is believed to be very conductive (i.e. has a very low breakdown
field). Thephosphorfilmdepositedfromthistargetis44
(Mg0.8Zn0.2)SiN2:EuF3 and it has the following electrical properties:
dielectricconstantof10.9,resistivityof8x1012ohm-cm,and
breakdown field of 2.5 MV/cm.Notice that the breakdown fieldis
about half that of the MgSiN2:Eu203 phosphor.Also, the film is very
transparent.
The (Mg0.8Zn0.2)SiN2:EuF3 ACTFEL device is fabricated using the
structure shown in Fig. 3-1 but without a ZnS layer.Even though the
measured breakdown fieldisquitelow, no conduction chargeis
observed at 290 volts.This observationispresumably due to the
small density of interface states or the fact that these interface states
areverydeep. Toovercomethisproblem,another
(Mg0.8Zn0.2)SiN2:EuF3 ACTFEL device is fabricated using the structure
showninFig.3-1.Forthisdevice,conductionbegins at
approximately 200 volts.Dim blue luminescence was also observed
atthis voltage but the luminescence changes color to redat about
290 volts.The dim blue luminescenceisattributedtothehot
electron luminescence of the ZnS layer and the red luminescence is
probably due tothe impact excitationof Eu by electronsinthe
(Mg0.8Zn0.2)SiN2:EuF3 layer, with subsequent radiative emission.
The (Mg0.8Zn0.2)SiN2:EuF3 ACTFEL device using the ZnS charge
injectionlayerisbelievedtooperateasfollows.At 200volts,
carriersareinjectedfromthe BTO-ZnS interfaceintothe ZnS
conduction band and are transported towards the phosphor.Due to
the ZnS-phosphor conduction band discontinuity, carriersare trapped
at the ZnS-phosphor interface.At a bias of approximately 290 volts,45
when the band bending issufficient that electrons are injected into
the phosphor conduction band and impact excitation of Eu begins.
4.2.7(Mg0.6Zn0.4)SiN2:EuF3
Although the (Mg0.8Zno.2)SiN2:EuF3 ACTFEL device using the ZnS
charge injectionlayer looks very promising,thevoltageat which
injectionofchargefromtheZnS-phosphorinterfaceintothe
phosphor conduction band occursisstillvery high.One way to
reducethisvoltageisby loweringthebandgap of thephosphor
material.The bandgap can be reduced by lowering the breakdown
field,becauseitisproportionaltothebreakdownfield.The
breakdown field of (Mg0.8Zno.2)SiN2:EuF3 film can be lowered by
decreasing the Mg concentration and increasing the Zn concentration.
The new phosphor film is (Mg0.6Zno.4)SiN2:EuF3.Notice that Mg is
reduced to 60% and Zn is increased to 40%.This new phosphor film
hasthe following electricalproperties:dielectricconstant of15,
resistivity of 1.2x1013 ohm-cm, and breakdown field of 2 MV/cm.
A (Mg0.6Zno.4)SiN2:EuF3 ACTFEL device is fabricated using the
structure shown in Fig. 3-1.Conduction startsat approximately 200
volts.Red luminescence isalso observed atthis voltage.At 275
volts, the conduction charge is2.75 micro/cm2 and the brightness is
0.045 ft.
The (Mg0.6Zno.4)SiN2:EuF3 ACTFEL device using the ZnS charge
injectionlayerisbelievedtooperateasfollows.At 200 volts,
electronsareinjectedfrom the ATO-ZnS interfaceintothe ZnS
conduction band and are transported toward the phosphor.Due to a46
smaller ZnS-phosphor conduction band discontinuity,these electrons
surmount thisbarrier and are injected into the phosphor conduction
band.
A summary of theelectricalpropertiesand ACTFEL device
performance for the Mg(Sio.5Geo.5)N2:Eu203, (Mg0.8Zno.2)SiN2:EuF3,
and (Mg0.6Zno.4)SiN2:EuF3phosphors is given in Table 4-4.
Phosphor £ p (S2cm ) FBR
(MV/cm)
Q cond
(u Cl cm
2
)
Comment
Mg(Si0.5Ge0.5)N2
Eu203
14.28.5x10 123.37 0.6
Small conduction
charge.
FBR too high.
(Mg0.8Zn0.2)SiN2
EuF3
10.98x10 12 2.5 -
Red luminescence
is observed at 290
volts.
(Mg0.6Zn0.4)SiN2
EuF3
11
13
1.2x10 2 2.75
Red luminescence
is observed at 200
volts.
Table 4-4.Summary of the properties of several novel phosphors.
4.2.8 (Mg0.5Z110.5)SiN2:Tb407
(Mg0.5Zn0.5)SiN2:Tb407 is investigated next.Notice that the ratio
of Mg and Zn is altered to further lower the breakdown field and that
the luminescent impurityis now terbium (Tb), which is expected to
emit green luminescence.The (Mg0.5Zno.5)SiN2:Tb407 ACTFEL device
gives off bright green luminescence at 290 volts.Thisisthe best
ACTFEL device built to date; therefore, (Mg0.5Zr40.5)SiN2:Tb407 is47
chosen to be characterized in more detail,as presentedinthe next
section.
4.3(Mg0.5Zno.5)SiN2:Tb407 Thin Film and ACTFEL Device
Characterization.
4.3.1Thin Film Characterization
4.3.1.1 Electrical and Optical Measurements
Themeasuredelectricalandopticalpropertiesofthe
(Mg0.5Zn0.5)SiN2:Tb407 film are the resistivity, the dielectric constant,
and the optical bandgap, E0.In order to have a large voltage drop
acrossthe phosphor, the phosphor dielectric constant must be low
compared tothatof theinsulator.Also,itisdesiredto have a
phosphor film with high resistivityto minimize leakage current.In
order to allow the maximum propagation of light from the phosphor
to the viewer, the phosphor must be transparent.Finally, in order to
minimizetheZnS-phosphorconductionbanddiscontinuity,the
phosphor bandgap should be close to that of ZnS.
Phosphor e p (Qcm ) FBR
(MV/cm)
Eo (eV)
(Mg0.5Zn0.5)SiN2
Tb407
11 1.4x10 13 2 4
ZnS:Mn 6.3 10 12 - 3.75
Table 4-5.Summary of the electrical and optical properties of
(Mg0.5Zno.5)SiN2:Tb407 and ZnS:Mn films.48
Figure4-2showsaTaucplotalongwiththemeasured
absorption coefficient of a (Mg0.5Zno.5)SiN2:Tb407 film.Two linear
fitstotheTaucplotareillustratedinFig.4-2 whichdefine
thresholds of about 3.6 and 4 eV;it could be argued that either of
these define the optical bandgap, E0. Note that the absorption curve
shows a peak a about 3.7 eV;this kind of peak structure is often due
toopticaltransitionstoor from deep levelstatesinthe bandgap.
Thus, it would appear that the optical bandgap, E0, is greater than 3.7
eV.Thus E0 is estimated to be approximately 4 eV, butit must be
recognizedthattherearelargeerrorbarsassociatedwiththis
estimate.
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Figure 4-2. Tauc plot of a (Mg0.5Zno.5)SiN2:Tb407 film.
A summaryoftheelectricalandopticalpropertiesof
(Mg0.5Zn0.5)SiN2:Tb407 and ZnS films is presented in Table 4-5.The
dielectric constant of the (Mg0.5Zno.5)SiN2:Tb407 film is higher that49
that of ZnS:Mn.The resistivityis about1order of magnitude higher
than than of ZnS:Mn.The bandgap isabout the same asthat of
ZnS:Mn.
4.3.1.2 StructuralCharacterization
The x-ray diffraction spectrum for a (Mg0.5Zno.5)SiN2:Tb407 film
deposited onto a pre-deposited ITO glassispresented inFig.4-3.
From the plot,itisseen that there are three main peaks.These
peaks reside at 2-theta of 30.9, 35.7, and 51.3, which are attributed
to the crystal structure of silicon nitride (Si3N4), magnesium silicon
nitride(MgSiN2), and zinc nitride (Zn3N2) respectively.From this
result,itis concluded that thereis some crystallization of the thin
film asitis deposited onto the glass substrate at room temperature.
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Figure 4-3.X-ray diffaction of a (Mg0.5Zn0.5)SiN2:Tb407 film.
5550
X-raydiffractionresultsforfilmsafterpost-deposition
annealing at 500 C, 600 C, 650 C, and 700 C are similar to that of the
as-depositedfilm.Thus,thereisnosignofcrystalstructure
enhancement due to post-deposition annealing.
4.3.2ACTFEL Device Characterization
4.3.2.1 C-V, Qa:Va, and Q-Fa Measurements
A C-V plot taken at 280 volts is shown in Fig. 4-4.From this
plot,the measured insulator capacitance (CO is1.5 nF and the total
capacitance (Ct) is 1.25 nF.The phosphor capacitance (CO is given by
C=C1t P r Ci-Ct
and, thus, it is equal to 7.5 nF.
(4-1)
Several assumptions are made in the above analysis.First,itis
assumed thatCt and Ci can be accurately estimated from the C-V
measurement.In fact, Ct can indeed be reliabily assessed from the
C-V measurement because below breakdown the total capacitance is
simply a series combination of allof the capacitances of allof the
layersinseries.However, ingeneralCi will not be equal to Ci'
estimated froma C-V measurement sincethisonlyoccursifa
sufficient conduction current flows across the phosphor such that the
phosphor capacitance can be considered to be entirely shunted.Note
thatthisisveryoftennotthecase,particularly when electron
injection into the phosphor is inhibited because of the existence of a51
barrier at the injector-phosphor interface.Therefore, a more general
treatment isrequired, as presented next.
An equivalentcircuitfor an ACTFEL device witha charge
injection layer prior to breakdown is shown in Fig. 4-5a.Notice that
CZ is the capacitance of the ZnS charge injection layer and Cp is the
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Figure 4-4. C-V plot of a (Mg0.5Zn0.5)SiN2:Tb407 ACTFEL device.
capacitance of the phosphor layer.Figure 4-5b shows an equivalent
circuit for the ACTFEL device with a charge injection layer in which
the phosphor layer breakdown isnot complete(i.e.an insufficient
current flows through the phosphor foritto be shunted out of the52
circuit).Cpzdenotesthecapacitance duetothefactthatthe
phosphor breakdownisincomplete.
Figure
Figure
Va Va
<ID
(a) (b)
Cpz
4-5a.An equivalent circuit of an ACTFEL device with a ZnS
injector layer, prior to breakdown.
4-5b.An equivalent circuit of an ACTFEL device with an
injector layer in which the phosphor layer not fully
breaking down.
For the subsequent analysis, capacitances will be designated as
unprimed, primed, or double primed (eg. Ci, Ci', or Ci") which denotes
therespectiveactualcapacitance,capacitance estimated from C-V
measurement, or capacitance estimated from the equation
LA
C =
d (4-2)
wheree,A, and d arethe measured or expected valuesforthe
dielectric constant, area, and thickness, respectively.
First, as discussed previously,itis assumed that Ci=Ci".Next,
Cpz is obtained from:
Cpz
(4-3)53
Cpz isinterpreted as the phosphor capacitance when the breakdown
is incomplete.If itis assumed that the ZnS charge injection layer is
fully broken down and that Cp can be accurately estimated as Cp",
then the magnitude of Cpz is bounded as follows:
Cp < C < Do ppz (4-4)
Cpz.00 when the phosphor breakdown iscomplete whereas Cpz=Cp
when no conduction current flows through the phosphor layer.Thus,
themagnitudeofCp, may be usedtoestablishtheextent of
breakdown of the phosphor.
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Figure 4-6. Qa-Va plot of a (Mg0.5Zno.5)SiN2:Tb407 ACTFEL device.54
Thisformulationisnowemployedtoassessthe
(Mg0.5Zn0.5)SiN2:Tb407 ACTFEL device of Fig. 4-4.Using the new
notation, Ci=Ci"=6.23 nF and Cp=Cp"=1.82 nF from Ei=18, ep=11,
di=2200 angstrom, dp=4600 angstrom, and A=0.086 cm2.Inserting
Ci=6.23 nF and Ci'=1.5 nF in Eqn. 4-3 yields Cpz=1.97 nF.Comparing
Cpz to Cp, it is seen that Cpz is quite close to Cp; therefore it can be
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Figure 4-7.Q-FD plot of a (Mg0.5Zn0.5)SiN2:Tb407 ACTFEL device.
concluded that the (Mg0.5Zn0.5)SiN2:Tb407 phosphor is only weakly
broken down.
A Qa-Va plot is presented in Fig. 4-6 for Va 280 volts.It is very
difficulttodeterminetheturn-onvoltageandtheamountof
conduction charge from this plot.Nevertheless, this plot shows that55
the displacement chargeis much larger than the conduction charge.
This is presumably due to the fact that the phosphor layer does not
break down totally.
A Q-Fp plot at 280 voltsis shown in Fig. 4-7.This plot is
calculated employing Cc=1.5 nF and Cp'=7.5 nF obtained from the C-V
plot.The plot shows that about 2.8 microC/cm2 of charge conducts
acrossthedevice. Notethatduetothefactthatthe
(Mg0.5Zn0.5)SiN2:Tb40 7layer does not fully break down, only a
portion of thischargeisactuallytransportedacrossthe phosphor
layer while the rest is trapped at the ZnS-phosphor interface.Also,
Fig.4-7 shows thatthe device does not appear toexhibitfield-
clamping.
Calculation of the phosphor electric field is as follow.From the
Q-Fp plot of Fig. 4-7, the average phosphor field rises to a maximum
value of about 0.8 MV/cm.At this field, the sum (Vs) of the voltage
dropacrosstheZnSlayerandthevoltagedropacrossthe
(Mg0.5Zn0.5)SiN2:Tb407 layer is
V5=0.8x106*(dp+dz), (4-5)
and, thus, it is equal to 49 V.Assuming that the field across the ZnS
layer is clamped at 1.5 MV/cm, the voltage drop across the ZnS layer
is 4.5 V; the remainder of Vs (i.e.49-4.5=44.5 V) drops across the
phosphor layer(Vps).Also, the insulator voltage,i.e.the voltage
drop across Ci and Cpz, is 231 V.The voltage drop across (i.e. Cpz the
residual phosphor capacitance due to the fact that breakdown in the
phosphor is not complete) is given byVpz
Ci
= 231,
C + Cpz
(4-3)
56
and, thus,itis equal to 175.5 V.The phosphor voltage (Vp) is the
sum of Vps and Vpz which is equal to 220 V.The phosphor field (Fp)
is, therefore, given by
Vp
F=
dp (4-8)
or 4.8 MV/cm.Thisfieldisabout three times higher thanthe
steady-state field of a ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device.
4.3.2.2 Electroluminescence Spectrum Measurement
Electroluminescence from the (Mg0.5Zno.5)SiN2:Tb407 ACTFEL
device isvisually observable at an applied voltage of 280 V.The
coloroftheelectroluminescenceisgreen.Usually,Tb-doped
phosphorsexhibitelectroluminescencewithaspectrum composed
sharp peaks at a wavelength of approximately 540 nm.In order to
establishwhetherTbisindeedresponsibleforthe
electroluminescence,theemissionspectrumofthisdeviceis
measured.
An electroluminescence spectrum of the (Mg0.5Zno.5)SiN2:Tb407
ACTFEL device takenat 280 V is shown inFig.4-8.Also, an
electroluminescence spectrum of the ZnS:TbF3 phosphor is shown in
Fig 4-9.Both phosphors possesssimilar peaks throughoutthe
spectrum.The Tb peaks in the (Mg0.5Zno.5)SiN2:Tb407 spectrum are57
assigned by comparing the electroluminescencespectrum tothat of
ZnS:TbF3.
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Figure 4-8.Electroluminescence spectrum of a
(Mv5Zno.5)SiN2:Tb407 ACIT.EL device.
4.3.2.3 B-V Measurement
A (B-V) curve for the (Mg0.5Zn().5)SiN2:Tb407 ACTFEL device is
shown inFig. 4-10.The maximun brightnessisabout 0.53foot-
lambert (fL) at a voltage of 308 V and a frequency of 1000 Hz; this is
avery lowbrightness.Commercialgreenphosphors requirea
brightnessof about 20 fLatthefrequencyof 60 Hz. The low
brightness could be caused by insufficient conduction charge across5$
the phosphor.Also, although x-ray diffraction analysis indicates that
the existence of some crystallinity, the relatively poor crystallinity of
presentdevicesundoubtedlyleadstoinefficientheatingofthe
transportedelectrons.Anotherpossiblereasonforthepoor
performance of the present (Mg0.5Zno.5)SiN2:Tb407 ACTFEL device is
duetoconcentration quenching of Tb atoms, althoughthisseems
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Figure 4-9.Electroluminescence spectrum of a ZnS:TbF3 phosphor
duplicated from reference 21.
unlikely since a concentration of 1% is commonly used in ZnS:TbF3
ACTFEL devices, which are very efficientinemitting greenlight.
Although the present device isquite dim, the results obtained herein
are considered encouraging at the early stage of development of this
material.59
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Figure 4-10. B-V plot of a (Mg0.5Zno.5)SiN2:Tb407 ACTFEL device.60
Chapter 5-Conclusions and Recommendations for Future
Work
5.1Conclusions
This thesis describes a research program with the long-term goal
of exploring the potential of new phosphor materials for alternating-
currentthin-film electroluminescence applications.
The main accomplishment of this thesisisthe fabrication of an
ACTFEL device employing (Mg0.5Zno.5)SiN2:Tb407 as the phosphor
which emits green electroluminescence.A (Mg0.5Zno.5)S iN2:Tb407
ACTFEL device is fabricated with an additional ZnS charge injection
layerbetweentheinsulatorandphosphorlayer,because
(Mg0.5Zn0.5)SiN2:Tb407 either has a small density of interface states
or these interfacestates are very deep.From Q-Fp analysis,itis
evident that charge is conducted across the phosphor, field-clamping
does not occur inthis device, and the steady-state phosphor electric
fieldisapproximately 4.8 MV/cm.Green electroluminescenceis
observed but itis quite dim; the maximum brightness is 0.53 fL at a
voltageof308 V andafrequencyof1000Hz.Thegreen
electroluminescence is an indication that Tb with a valence of +3 is
present in (Mg0.5Zno.5)SiN2:Tb407. The (Mg0.5Zno.5)SiN2:Tb407 thin
filmdepositedisfoundtobepolycrystallinewithadielectric
constant,resistivity, breakdown field,and optical bandgap of 11,
1. 4 x 1 0 13 ohm-cm,2MV/cm,and4eV,respectively.
(Mg0.5Zn0.5)SiN2:Tb407 films subject to post-deposition annealing up61
to the temperature of 700 C show no improvement intheir crystal
structure.
A (Mg0.6Zn0.4)SiN2:EuF3 ACTFEL device with a ZnS charge
injectionlayerisalsofabricated.Red electroluminescenceis
observed but itis very dim; the maximum brightness is 0.045 fL at a
voltageof308 V andafrequencyof1000Hz.Thered
elctroluminescenceisattributedtoimpactexcitationof Eu and
subsequent radiative emission; also,itis an indication that Eu with
thevalenceof+3ispresentedin(Mgo .6Z n 0.4) S i N2.The
(Mg0.6Zno.4)SiN2:EuF3 thin film has the following electrical properties:
dielectricconstantof11,resistivityof1.2x1013ohm-cm, and
breakdown field of 2 MV/cm.
5.2Recommendations forFuture Work
Severalareasof researchshouldbeexploredinorderto
improve the quality of the (Mg0.5Zno.5)SiN2:Tb407 thin films and,
hence, improve the brightness of an ACTFEL device employing this
phosphor film.
1. The dim electroluminescenceisattributedtothesmall
amountofconductionchargewhichflowsacrossthe
phosphor.The conduction chargecanbeincreasedby
lowering the breakdown field of the (Mgo.5Zno.5)SiN2 thin
film, which can be accomplished by changing the ratio of Mg
to Zn in the film.62
2. Attempts should be made to improve the crystalline quality
ofthe(Mgo. 5Z n 0.5)S iN 2: T b 4 0 7film.This could be
accomplished by post-deposition annealing of the film using
rapid thermal annealing (RTA) or depositingthe phosphor
film at an elevated temperature.
3. Employ different luminescence impurities,eg. Thulium, for
blue luminescence and samarium, for red luminescence.
4. A different pressing technique (e.g.a hot press) should be
employedtoformtheCaSiN2 : E u 2 0 3 target so thatthis
material can be evaluated.63
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